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Understanding of underlying physics processes that determine non-axisymmetric 

divertor footprints is crucial for ITER’s long pulse operation scenario in the presence of 3-D 

fields, as they will cause asymmetric erosion and re-deposition of divertor material. It has 

been recently found that plasma response plays a key role in the formation of 3-D lobe 

structure and divertor footprints by the applied 3-D fields in NSTX and KSTAR.  

Work in NSTX showed that ideal plasma response from the IPEC modeling can 

significantly shield or amplify vacuum footprints from field line tracing. Comparison of 

footprint measurements by visible and IR cameras to the data from field line tracing reveals 

that n=1 magnetic perturbations are significantly amplified while n=3 perturbations are 

shielded. The mechanism of amplification and shielding is determined by the competition 

between shielding of resonant components and excitation of non-resonant components of 

applied 3-D fields, demonstrated in the poloidal field spectrum when including plasma 

response in the modeling. Connection length (Lc) profile from the IPEC modeling for n=1 

case shows that Lc rapidly begins to decrease in a significantly deeper region, compared to 

the vacuum case where it only drops near the very plasma edge, corresponding to a dramatic 

amplification of vacuum footprint splitting.  

Shielding and amplification of applied 3-D fields have been also observed in KSTAR 

by IPEC plasma response modeling. A full phase shift scan was conducted for n=1 

perturbations, while two distinctive phases (90 deg for resonant and 0 deg for non-resonant 

coil configuration) were closely examined for n=2 perturbations. As in NSTX, non-resonant 

components of applied fields are amplified due to kink excitation while resonant components 

are strongly shielded, which produces net amplification (shielding) effect of applied fields 

that strengthens (weakens) footprint splitting, depending on which action is more dominant 

for a specific phase shift. Radial location of lobes in the measured heat flux profile shows 

better agreement with that from the field line tracing when plasma response is taken into 

account for calculation. 
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